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The ability to teleport entanglement through maximally entangled mixed states as defined by concurrence and linear entropy is studied. We show how the teleported entanglement depends on the quality of the quantum channel used, as defined through its entanglement and mixedness, as well as the form of the target state to be teleported. We present new results based on the fidelity of the teleported state as well as an experimental set-up that is immediately implementable with currently available technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the attracting, puzzling and intriguing features of quantum mechanics, entanglement certainly occupies a premier position. This explains why the last two decades have seen remarkable efforts produced towards the generation, characterization and exploitation of correlations of truly non-classical nature. Theoretically, it is now a well-spread belief that entanglement is a valuable resource in tackling tasks of information processing. One of the contexts where the pragmatic potential offered by entanglement appears to be magnified turns out to be the dynamics of delocalized networks of “quantum” nodes, designed in order to accomplish a task. If such nodes share entangled channels for communication and computation, with the complement of “cheap” classical communication lines it is often the case that tasks that are classically difficult or impossible to achieve can in fact be accomplished.

Such a context is broad enough to encompass quite a vast range of scenarios, formalized and explored in these years: from the nowadays mature technology of quantum cryptography \[1\] to one-way/measurement-based quantum information processing \[2\] and distributed quantum computing. In a nutshell, these last two examples see their success in the processing of quantum information via a clever use of quantum teleportation \[3, 4\]. In fact, this can be thought as the fundational building-block for distributed quantum information processing (QIP). In consideration of the very recent success in experimentally generating and characterizing entanglement \[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15\], which maximize the available degree of entanglement of a mixed state per assigned global mixedness, embody the required channel in an entanglement teleportation protocol. We adopt concurrence \[17\] and linear entropy \[18\] as our figures of merit for MEMS parameterization. We characterize the performances of such boundary states as quantum channels for entanglement teleportation, spotting a significant dependence of the scheme’s efficiency on the form of the entangled state to teleport and an even more intriguing sensitivity to the specific choice of entanglement measure used in order to quantify the teleported entanglement. In consideration of the very recent success in experimentally generating and characterizing MEMS \[14, 20\] and the necessity of a structured program for the assessment of their usefulness for coherent QIP (of which our study can rightly be regarded as one of the first significant steps), we also propose a readily-implementable linear-optics set-up able to test the quantitative results put forward in our investigation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the main aspects of MEMS and discusses some of the quantitative tools used in our study. Section III reports our main results and highlights the strengths and limitations of using these states as entan-
glement teleportation channels. In Sec V we propose a linear-optics set-up for the test of our theoretical assessment. In Section V we give some concluding remarks.

II. MAXIMALLY ENTANGLED MIXED STATES AND ENTANGLEMENT TELEPORTATION

The class of MEMS has been shown to be of particular interest. These bipartite states are endowed with the maximum allowed amount of entanglement a state can possess when its global mixedness has been assigned [16]. With this in mind, one often finds it insightful, although not quite rigorous, to view them as mixed-state versions of pure Bell states [21]. We believe the potential of these states as QIP resources is yet to be satisfactorily explored and our study can be seen as one of the first steps along these lines [22].

In dealing with mixed entangled states, one immediately faces ordering problems arising from the ambiguities associated with different bipartite entanglement measures [23]. Despite physically representing the same entanglement measure of negativity [15], Werner states [24] and their entanglement to each Bob. A referee then checks the degree of teleported entanglement. Had the channels been pure, upon application of proper unitaries on qubits b2 and b1, Bob1 and Bob2 would have recreated the input state Alice had at the start. We will see that, through MEMS channels, they can share some (even quite considerable) fraction of the degree of entanglement that was to be teleported, although the success of the protocol crucially depends on the choice of MEMS to use and the form of the input state.

III. MEMS AS ENTANGLEMENT TELEPORTATION CHANNELS

In this Section we present our main analysis. We start outlining the formal approach to entanglement teleportation via MEMS. We then address our central results, which cover three distinct scenarios. First we present how the channels perform when attempting to teleport pure target states as parameterized by their input entanglement. This will be sufficient to gain some fundamental
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**FIG. 1.** (Color Online) (a) MEMS boundary in the concurrence C versus linear entropy S plane. For comparision, we also plot the two qubit Werner states. (b) Schematic representation of the considered teleportation protocol. Alice is in possession of the unknown state, and each Bob sends her one qubit out of their respective MEMS pair. Alice then performs Bell-state measurements on the qubits she has and classically communicates to each Bob which outcome has been obtained. Upon receipt of this information, a referee checks the degree of entanglement shared by the qubits held by Bob’s.
insight into the efficiency of MEMS as teleportation channels and expose the sensitivity of the scheme to the form of the target state. Next, we examine the state fidelity between target and teleported states, finding unexpected differences with respect to previous entanglement teleportation protocols based on Werner states and the use of negativity \[5\]. Finally, the analysis is extended to arbitrary (in general) mixed target states with the use of some numerical tools.

Let us start by providing the general framework for our quantitative study. Any arbitrary (pure or mixed) two-qubit state can be written as \[21\]

$$
\varrho_{a_1,a_2} = \frac{1}{4} \mathbb{I}^{a_1} \otimes \mathbb{I}^{a_2} + \sum_{k=1}^{3} (\beta_k \sigma_k^{a_1} \otimes \mathbb{I}^{a_2} + \gamma_k \mathbb{I}^{a_1} \otimes \sigma_k^{a_2}) + \sum_{k,l=1}^{3} \chi_{kl} \sigma_k^{a_1} \otimes \sigma_l^{a_2},
$$

\hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are the Bloch vectors of qubit $a_1$ and $a_2$ respectively \[21\], while the matrix $\chi$ encompasses their correlations. The composite state of the input target state and two MEMS channels is thus expressed as

$$
\rho = \varrho_{a_1,a_2} \otimes \rho_{b_1,b_2} \otimes \rho_{b_3,b_4},
$$

\hspace{1cm} (5)

where $i,k = 1,2$. The teleportation is then performed, as qualitatively described in Sec. \[11\] by implementing two BSM’s. These are formally described by the use of state projectors $\Pi_{a_1,b_1}^\mu \otimes \Pi_{a_2,b_2}^\nu$ ($\mu, \nu = 1, ..., 4$) with, for instance, $\Pi_{a_1,b_1}^\mu = |\beta_\mu\rangle a_1,b_1 \langle \beta_\mu|$ and $|\beta_\mu\rangle a_1,b_1 = \delta_{\mu 1} \mathbb{I}^{a_1} |\Psi_+\rangle a_1,b_1$, where we have introduced the elements of the Bell-state basis $|\Phi^\pm\rangle = (|00\rangle \pm |11\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$, $|\Psi^\pm\rangle = (|01\rangle \pm |10\rangle)/\sqrt{2}$. In what follows, motivated by the specific experimental set-up we propose later, for which full Bell-state discrimination is impossible, we assume a “rigid” projection always performed onto $|\Phi^+\rangle_{a_1,b_1}$, so that we shall be interested in quantifying the amount of teleported entanglement of the output state

$$
\rho_{b_2,b_4}^{out} = N \text{Tr}_{a_1,a_2,b_1,b_3} \left( \Pi_{a_1,b_1}^1 \otimes \Pi_{a_2,b_2}^1 \rho \right),
$$

\hspace{1cm} (6)

retrieved by Bob1 and Bob2 after Alice’s measurements (here $N$ is the normalization factor). Beside any experiment-related argument, it is worth noticing that for rigid projections onto $|\Phi^+\rangle$, if the channels used by Bob’s is the tensor product of two $\rho^T$ states, for $r = 1$ \textit{(i.e. in the ideal-channel case)} no by-product local unitary is required on qubits $b_2$ and $b_4$ in order to retrieve the input target state.

A. Teleportation of pure-state entanglement via MEMS

We start addressing the performances of MEMS as channels for entanglement teleportation by considering

the significant case of a pure input state such as ($\alpha \in \mathbb{R}$)

$$
|\phi\rangle_{a_1,a_2} = \alpha |00\rangle_{a_1,a_2} + \sqrt{1 - \alpha^2}|11\rangle_{a_1,a_2}.
$$

\hspace{1cm} (7)

The assumptions underlying our approach is that the players of the game do not know the degree of entanglement within the state Alice is provided, although they are aware of the general form of it. We now incorporate the amount of entanglement to teleport by parameterizing Eq. (7) in terms of its concurrence $C_{in}$ as

$$
\alpha = \sqrt{1 + \sqrt{1 - C_{in}^2}}.
$$

\hspace{1cm} (8)

Let us start by taking the two channels as belonging to the large-entanglement family $\rho^T$, both having the same quality \textit{(i.e. they have the same $r$)}. It is then a relatively straightforward calculation to determine how the teleported entanglement depends on the quality of the channels and the amount of initial entanglement. Although an explicit analytic formula for the teleported concurrence can indeed be found, its cumbersome and lengthy nature makes it unsuitable to be reported here. The important features are nonetheless visible in Fig. 2 where we plot the teleported entanglement $C_{out}$ against the input concurrence $C_{in}$ and the quality of the channel $r$: the higher the quality of the channel, the more entanglement we see successfully teleported. Ideally, for $r = 1$, the output entanglement is equal to $C_{in}$. More interestingly, though, there is a cut-off in the quality of the channel below which no entanglement can be teleported (any entangled target state is mapped onto a separable one). This region is clearly shown by the flat area in Fig. 2. The threshold value of $r$ beyond which one is guaranteed that any entangled target state is mapped into an entangled teleported one \textit{(although of a different form than the target)} is easily found by looking at the value of $r$ at which $C_{out} = 0$ for a set $C_{in}$. This gives

$$
| r_t | = \frac{4 - 2C_{in} + 4\sqrt{1 - C_{in}^2}}{3 + 5\sqrt{1 - C_{in}^2}}.
$$

\hspace{1cm} (9)

For an assigned value of $C_{in}$, any $r > r_t$ is associated with $C_{out} > 0$, thus signaling success of the teleportation protocol.

The teleportation capabilities of the scheme are rather different if we take the channels as belonging to the lower-entanglement MEMS class encompassed by $\rho^T$. It turns out, indeed, that this type of channel is unable to teleport the entanglement carried by a state like Eq. (7), regardless of the amount of input concurrence being present. This result contrasts strikingly with previous findings. We can gain insight into why this should be the case by considering the point at which both families of MEMS defined in Sec. \[11\] overlap, \textit{i.e.} $r = 2/3$. From Fig. 2 when the channel is of its lowest quality ($r = 2/3$) no entanglement can be teleported and it is thus quite intuitive that, by further reducing the quality of the channel, the ability to teleport entanglement will decrease as well.
The situation is notably different when we consider an input class of entangled states that is locally equivalent to Eq. (7), such as

$$|\psi\rangle_{a_1,a_2} = \alpha |01\rangle_{a_1,a_2} + \sqrt{1-\alpha^2} |10\rangle_{a_1,a_2}. \quad (10)$$

Obviously, $|\phi\rangle_{a_1,a_2}$ and $|\psi\rangle_{a_1,a_2}$ are equally entangled. And yet, a significant difference in the performance of the teleportation channels is found, as shown in Figs. 3. By taking both channels of the form $\rho^1$, as for the case shown in Fig. 3(a), the ability to teleport entanglement is again dependent on $r$ and the amount of input entanglement. Differently from Eq. (7), regardless of the quality of the channel or the amount of input entanglement, this situation corresponds to an always successful teleportation, although the input concurrence can be strongly degraded by the process itself. This time, a concise analytic formula is possible

$$C_{\text{out}} = \frac{r}{2} C_{\text{in}}, \quad (r \in [2/3,1]). \quad (11)$$

The differences with respect to the case associated with state $|\phi\rangle$ extend to the use of $\rho^2$, as shown in Fig. 3(b), where we now find that entanglement is faithfully teleported. Again, the corresponding analytic expression for $C_{\text{out}}$ is quite informative and reads

$$C_{\text{out}} = \frac{9r^2}{8} C_{\text{in}}, \quad (r \in [0,2/3]). \quad (12)$$

The quadratic functional behavior of the above equation against $r$ explains the evident sensitivity of this instance of the protocol to the channels’ properties and, in general, the poorer performance of the teleportation scheme. The difference between Eq. (11) and (12) arises from the radically different dependence of $\rho^1$ and $\rho^2$ on $r$. The latter having fixed populations (cfr. Eq. (3)), gives rise to a more fragile output concurrence.

![FIG. 2: (Color online) Teleported entanglement $C_{\text{out}}$ plotted against channel quality $r$ and input concurrence $C_{\text{in}}$ for a pure target state as defined in Eq. (13). We assume the use of $\rho_{b_1,b_2}^1 \otimes \rho_{b_3,b_4}^1$ as the teleportation channel. The ability to teleport entanglement is dependent on both the quality of the channels in use and the degree of quantum correlations of the target state. The flat region clearly indicates the fact that there is a 'lower bound' to the target entanglement for set quality $r$ of the channel. Any value of concurrence $C_{\text{in}}$ below this threshold yields a separable teleported state.](image)

![FIG. 3: (Color Online) (a) Teleported entanglement $C_{\text{out}}$ against target-state concurrence $C_{\text{in}}$ and channel quality $r$ for teleportation via the MEMS channel $\rho_{b_1,b_2}^1 \otimes \rho_{b_3,b_4}^1$ when the target state is of the form given by Eq. (10). (b) Same as in panel (a) but using $\rho_{b_1,b_2}^2 \otimes \rho_{b_3,b_4}^2$.](image)

The reasons behind the differences in performance associated with input target states having different forms can be explicitly related to the sort of effective noisy channels embodied by the teleportation protocol when $\rho^1$ or $\rho^2$ are chosen. This observation can be cast in more quantitative terms by considering the following approach. We start rewriting Eqs. (9) in the basis of the output qubits ($i.e.$ $b_2$ and $b_4$) as

$$\rho_{b_k,b_{k+1}}^j = \hat{A}_{b_k}^j \otimes |0\rangle_{b_{k+1}}\langle 0| + \hat{B}_{b_k}^j \otimes |0\rangle_{b_{k+1}}\langle 1| + \hat{C}_{b_k}^j \otimes |1\rangle_{b_{k+1}}\langle 0| + \hat{D}_{b_k}^j \otimes |1\rangle_{b_{k+1}}\langle 1| \quad (13)$$

with $j = 1,2, k = 1,3$ and $\hat{O}_{b_k}^j = \{ \hat{A}_{b_k}^j, \hat{B}_{b_k}^j, \hat{C}_{b_k}^j, \hat{D}_{b_k}^j \}$ a set of single-qubit operators defined in qubit $b_k$’s Hilbert space as shown in Ref. [22]. With this decomposition it is straightforward to see that the effects of the teleportation protocol on the logical input state whose entanglement we are interested in can all be gathered by evaluating the 16 expectation values $a_{1,j} \langle \Phi^+| \langle |l\rangle_{a_1} |m\rangle \otimes (\hat{O}_{b_k}^j |p\rangle |\Phi^+\rangle |a_1,a_2\rangle$ and $a_{2,j} \langle \Phi^+| \langle |l\rangle_{a_1} |m\rangle \otimes (\hat{O}_{b_k}^j |p\rangle |\Phi^+\rangle |a_2,a_3\rangle$, where $l,m = 0,1$ and $p = 1,\ldots,4$. It turns out that many of them are identically zero, which simplifies the calculation considerably and leaves us with the explicit form of the logical output two-qubit state encoded into qubits $b_2$&$b_3$. From this, the action of the effective noisy mechanism can be inferred. For the case of $\rho^2$ channels and $\rho_{a_1,a_2}^j = |\phi\rangle_{a_1,a_2}\langle \phi|$, we obtain

$$\rho_{b_2,b_4}^\text{out} = \begin{pmatrix}
\alpha^2 & 0 & 0 & \frac{9r^2\alpha^2}{4(1+3r^2)} \\
0 & \alpha^2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \alpha^2 & 0 \\
\frac{9r^2\alpha^2}{4(1+3r^2)} & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{1+3r^2}
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (14)$$

whose partial transposition never gives rise to a negative eigenvalue for the parameterization of $|\phi\rangle_{a_1,a_2}$ used in this work. This implies that the output state is always separable in virtue of the Peres-Horodecki criterion [24]. On the other hand, if it is $|\psi\rangle$-type entanglement that
has to be teleported, through the same method we get

$$\rho_{b_2, b_4}^{\text{out}} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{a^2}{2} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \frac{a^2}{2} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix},$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

whose partial transposed form is always non-positive, as far as $C_{in} \neq 0$. Analogous analyses can be performed with respect to the choice of $\rho^j$ as a channel, getting results in perfect agreement with our quantitative study of the output concurrence. One can thus grasp an intuition of the effects of the MEMS-affected teleportation protocol: a $\rho^2$-based channel originates a logical noisy mechanism where the even-parity subspace (i.e., the one spanned by the logical $|00\rangle$ and $|11\rangle$) is depleted more severely than what happens to the odd-parity one. The coherences in each logical state are reduced in magnitude by $r^2$, as it is intuitively understood considering the double-channel nature of entanglement teleportation. In effect, an input state having a large projection onto $|\Psi^+\rangle$ would see its entanglement surviving the teleportation process, differently from what happens to the more exposed case of states close to $|\Phi^\pm\rangle$. We are currently investigating the relations between this effect and the known resilience of MEMS.

For completeness, the case where two channels belong to different MEMS families, such as $\rho_{b_1, b_2}^j \otimes \rho_{b_3, b_4}^j$, has also been considered. We have found a quantitative compromise between the extreme situations addressed so far: the teleported entanglement is dependent on the quality of both channels and, as with the previous analysis, the higher the target concurrence, the more entanglement we see teleported. The results corresponding to the case of a target state of the form of Eq. (7) are shown in Fig. 4.

B. Teleportation fidelity and target entanglement

Until now we have been concerned only with the degree of entanglement being teleported by means of the chosen form of channels. However, one might well wonder how similar the teleported state is to the original target state. We determine the closeness of two states using quantum state fidelity [21]. Its definition, adapted to the aims of our work, is given by

$$F = \langle \text{target} | \rho_{b_2, b_4}^{\text{out}} | \text{target} \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

with $|\text{target}\rangle$ the target input state. It is already a well known result that teleportation via local operations and classical communication (LOCC) can at best yield a fidelity of $F = 2/3$. If we consider again the pure state in Eq. (10), we can easily calculate the fidelity of the teleported state depending on the quality of the channel and the input entanglement. Abandoning for a while the rigidity of our BSM’s, it is obvious that the actual value of $F$ will be very sensitive to the outcomes of the BSM’s performed at Alice’s site. Consequently, depending on the results of the projections being performed, the appropriate local by-product operation on the teleported state is applied in a way so as to regain the highest fidelity. The results are summarized in Fig. 5 and clearly show we can do better than LOCC provided we are dealing with the highly entangled channels $\rho^j$. We also find an interesting difference with respect to previous entanglement teleportation studies: regardless of the quality of the channel, state fidelity always increases with the amount of input entanglement. This is contrary to what was found in Ref. [8], where the teleportation protocol performed via Werner states gives rise to a state fidelity that decreases when $C_{in}$ is increased. It is straightforward to determine elegant analytic expressions for the fidelity in terms of the channel quality and input entanglement, reading

$$F_1 = \frac{9r^2 + 4}{16} C_{in}^2 \hspace{1cm} (r \in [0, 2/3]),$$

$$F_2 = \frac{r}{2 - r} C_{in}^2 \hspace{1cm} (r \in [2/3, 1]),$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

where $F_j$ is the state fidelity obtained upon choice of $\rho_{b_1, b_2}^j \otimes \rho_{b_3, b_4}^j$. This result leads us to an interesting conclusion. As we have already commented, Werner states correspond exactly to MEMS if entanglement (mixedness) is quantified through negativity (linear entropy) and, by studying their performance as channels for the teleportation of entanglement [5], it has been seen that entanglement is fragile. Yet, by changing picture and looking at a different entanglement measure, we have a different parameterization for MEMS and, quite unexpectedly, there is a very different performance when the teleported state fidelity is considered: concurrence shows some robustness. This leads us to conclude that the efficiency of MEMS for teleportation is sensitive to the entanglement measure being taken.

FIG. 4: (Color online) Teleported entanglement plotted against channel quality for channels belonging different families of MEMS. $r_j$ denotes the quality of the channel defined by $\rho^j$ ($j = 1, 2$). Each curve corresponds to an increasing amount of target concurrence $C_{in}$ from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.25.
entanglement is increased. (b) As for panel (a) but both channels belonging to $\rho^2$.

C. Teleportation of arbitrary-state entanglement

By now, we have exhaustively studied the performance of MEMS in teleporting pure-state entanglement as quantified by their concurrence. A natural progression is to see how the channels perform when the initial state is mixed and we relax the assumption on knowing the “form” (but not the degree of entanglement) of the input state. This move necessitates us to depart from the analytic studies at the root of our analysis so far and rely on numerics to quantitatively examine the performance of the scheme. Let us start again with our target state as expressed in its most general form of Eq (4). Our approach is then based on the construction of a large sample of random density matrices. Each element of the sample is then equated to Eq. (4) in order to determine the corresponding $\beta$, $\gamma$, and $\chi$. The protocol is then ran as before.

The algorithm used in order to generate the sample of random density matrices exploits the method described in Ref. [26]. It passes through the generation of an arbitrary unitary operator $U$ (valid in principle for any number of qubits) parameterized in terms of a proper number of Euler’s angles, each being randomly determined from a uniformly distributed set of values. Such a unitary, which is in general entangling, is then applied to a random normalized diagonal matrix $D$. We thus construct our (in general) mixed entangled target state as

$$\rho = \hat{U}D\hat{U}^\dagger.$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Fig. 5 (a) shows the position occupied by 3000 of such random states in the $C - S$ plane. On the other hand, Fig. 5(b) shows how such input states are mapped by the two extreme cases of quantum channels considered above. It is clear that the performance of MEMS as entanglement teleportation channels is qualitatively the same for mixed target states as for pure ones. When both channels are of the large-entanglement family, performances are comparatively better than under the usage of two $\rho^2$.

![Figure 5](image)

**FIG. 5**: (Color online) (a) State fidelity of the teleported state with respect to the initial target state, when both channels belong to $\rho^1$. We note the increase in fidelity as the input entanglement is increased. (b) As for panel (a) but both channels belonging to $\rho^2$.

![Figure 6](image)

**FIG. 6**: (Color Online) (a): We show the position in the $C - S$ plane occupied by 3000 two-qubit mixed density matrices, randomly generated in a uniform way according to Haar measure [21]. The MEMS boundary (full line) is also given as a reference. (b): Each of the points shown in panel (a) is mapped into the corresponding one in the output concurrence versus purity plane. The (red) dark points correspond to the use of $\rho_{b_1,b_2} \otimes \rho_{b_3,b_4}$ while the lighter (green) ones correspond to the channel $\rho_{b_1,b_2} \otimes \rho_{b_3,b_4}$. In both panels, in order to show conservatization of the number of points, we plot $\sqrt{X_1 - \sum_{j \geq 2} \sqrt{X_j}}$ for the concurrence.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

We now pass to discuss an experimental setting where the scheme discussed here can be probabilistically implemented with current state-of-the-art linear-optics technology. The set-up is schematically shown in Fig. 7. It involves six entangled photon pairs, each produced by a type-I spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) process resulting from pumping a $\beta$-Barium Borate (BBO) crystal with an intense (ultra-violet) pump field. An economic and compact experimental configuration can take advantage of a double-pass scheme for the generation of the two required entangled channels [27], as shown in Fig. 7. Information would be encoded into the polarization degrees of freedom of the photons. The double-pass SPDC stage would be responsible for the generation of two entangled pairs, each involving spatial modes $b_1k b_2$ and $b_3k b_4$ respectively. The entanglement within each pair would be adjusted by the proper setting of input half-wave plates HW1. Following the “Procrustean” experimental scheme of Ref. [20], a sequence of linear optics elements including a HWP, a $\phi$-wave plate ($\phi$-WP) and a decoherer (DeCo) can be placed along such spatial modes in order to generate MEMS states of desired entanglement and mixedness. The single-pass SPDC stage, on the other hand, produces the qubit-pair $a_1 - a_2$ whose entanglement (quantitatively set by the adjustment of a respective HWP1) we want to teleport. Our linear-optics implementation exploits the handiness of rigidly projecting pairs of photons onto $|\Phi^+\rangle$ via the use of a simple polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and some additional optical elements (indicated as “circuitry” in Fig. 7) [28]. The experimental convenience of rigid Bell measurements motivates further, a posteriori and pragmatically, the restriction we have invoked over the capabilities of Alice of projecting at will. The efficiency of the BSM’s can be improved by using fiber-BS’s, which optimize the spatial mode-matching and, overall, the per-
We have examined the ability to teleport entanglement through noisy quantum channels belonging to the special class of MEMS. Such an ability is not only heavily dependent on the quality of the channel being used, but also on the type of target state to be teleported. Within the validity and limits of our quantitative study, if the target state has a large overlap with $|\Psi^+\rangle$, the teleported state is entangled whenever the input state is, although the degree of entanglement can be easily affected. Also, differently from previous works, the entanglement was found not to be a fragile commodity. In fact, under proper circumstances, fidelity between input and teleported state appears to grow with the target entanglement. All this strongly suggests that the performance of teleportation channels can be dependent on the entanglement measure being taken, which not only quantitatively determines the amount of teleported entanglement but, in this case, shapes the density matrices of the channels as well. We expect our results to be appealing both theoretically (particularly in relation to the investigation of the role that MEMS pay in quantum protocols for information processing) and pragmatically. In fact, we have shown that an experimental demonstration of the protocol and features discussed here is well in order with state-of-the-art six-photon linear-optics technology. Requiring only experimentally non-demanding four-fold coincidences, our proposed experiment may be promptly and efficiently realized. We therefore hope that our investigation will rise the interest of the theoretical and experimental communities alike.
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FIG. 7: (Color Online) Proposed experimental set-up for the linear-optics implementation of the entanglement teleportation scheme via MEMS. Three pairs of entangled photons are generated via single-pass and double-pass SPDC processes. Two of such pairs embody the MEMS channels (modes $b_1 & b_2$ and $b_3 & b_4$), while the remaining pair encodes the entanglement we wish teleport. Two Bell-state measurement (BSM) stages are included in the set-up. We show the symbols for half-wave plates (HWP’s) and $\phi$-wave plates (QWP’s) as well as polarization-sensitive and insensitive beam splitters (PBS’s and BS respectively) photo-detectors (PD’s) and decoherers (DeCo) required for MEMS generation. The white cubes in each BSM stage embody a normal PBS (some optical circuitry), to be used together with BS’s (PBS’s) interfering modes $a_2 & b_3$ and $a_1 & b_1$ for projections onto $|\Psi^-\rangle$ ($|\Psi^+\rangle$).

performance of the set-up. Clearly, any other Bell-state discrimination stage can be adopted in order to replace the one suggested here. For instance, by replacing the PBS-circuitry configuration mentioned above with the cascade of a beam splitter (BS), two PBS’s and two photodetectors (PD’s) in the Bell-state analyzer configuration of Refs. [29, 30] (which is optimal for linear optics [31]), projections onto $|\Psi\rangle$ can be performed. The fact that only four-photon coincidences at the four PD’s are required for the performance of the protocol makes it non-demanding in terms of data-acquisition rate. Adding a stage of state-verification after the teleportation adds, quite obviously, complexity to the set-up.

All the ingredients of our proposal have been experimentally demonstrated, some of them being currently routinely implemented in various linear-optics labs. As a remarkable example of the realistic possibility to manipulate three SPDC processes complemented by two BSM’s, we mention the multistage entanglement swapping scheme and the teleportation schemes of Ref. [28].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the ability to teleport entanglement through noisy quantum channels belonging to the special class of MEMS. Such an ability is not only heavily dependent on the quality of the channel being used, but also on the type of target state to be teleported. Within the validity and limits of our quantitative study, if the target state has a large overlap with $|\Psi^+\rangle$, the teleported state is entangled whenever the input state is, although the degree of entanglement can be easily affected. Also, differently from previous works, the entanglement was found not to be a fragile commodity. In fact, under proper circumstances, fidelity between input and teleported state appears to grow with the target entanglement. All this strongly suggests that the performance of teleportation channels can be dependent on the entanglement measure being taken, which not only quantitatively determines the amount of teleported entanglement but, in this case, shapes the density matrices of the channels as well. We expect our results to be appealing both theoretically (particularly in relation to the investigation of the role that MEMS pay in quantum protocols for information processing) and pragmatically. In fact, we have shown that an experimental demonstration of the protocol and features discussed here is well in order with state-of-the-art six-photon linear-optics technology. Requiring only experimentally non-demanding four-fold coincidences, our proposed experiment may be promptly and efficiently realized. We therefore hope that our investigation will rise the interest of the theoretical and experimental communities alike.
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